
ZIP DECK-MOUNTED WASHBASIN FAUCET CHROME
COLLECTION ZIP FITTINGS

PRODUCT CODE: S951-586

Product description

The modernist and elegant form of the ZIP collection of bathroom fittings has been paired with technologies that will make using
the bathroom comfortable and enjoyable. The single-handle washbasin faucet from the ZIP collection is fitted with the Cersanit
Water Save aerator and a 35 mm ceramic cartridge which enables smooth control of the water stream. The Cersanit Water Save
aerator is an ecological solution, as it effectively aerates the water stream, thus increasing its volume and limiting the water flow to
6 l/min. This allows for a strong, powerful stream without having to turn on the faucet to the maximum. The faucet is also
equipped with 40 cm long flexible Eco EPDM flexible connecting hoses. The hoses are WRAS certified, which confirms their high
quality. A special coating lines the inside of the hoses so that the water does not change its taste or smell. The faucet has a surface
protected with Cersanit Super Shine coating, which guarantees resistance to damage and scratching. The fittings come with a
plastic click-clack plug. The product comes with a 12-year warranty on the body and a 5-year warranty on the cartridge.

Technical data

Acoustic group Ii
Assembly method Standing
Body height 17,1 cm
Colour Chrome
Connection hoses Flexible connecting hoses g 3/8 inch, length 400 mm, eco epdm, wras certificate
Diameter of the head 3,5
Flow class Z
Perlator Aerator cersanit water save
Plug Plastic click-clack plug g 1 1/4
The length of the spout 11,1

Type of chroming Cersanit super shine -thickness of the nickel 8-12μm and chrome 0.25-0.3 μm applied on
a faucet cersanit, guarantees high quality even after several years

Type of head Ceramic
Value for the acoustic group From 20 to 30 db
Value for the flow class 6

http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/zip_fittings,158.html


Warranty 12 years for body , 5 years for cartridge
EAN code 5901771053170
Product index AATW1001517191


